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Good Afternoon, Everyone – It was brought to my attention that there was some confusion on the
 Conversation History.  When you setup Skype on your computer it creates a folder in your Outlook
 called “Conversation History”.  Your conversation history includes all the instant messages (text
 messages) you’ve sent to and received from your contacts or groups you've had on Skype.  If you do
 a call (or video Skype) the only thing that is saved in the Conversation History is the time and who
 you Skyped with.  It does not record the Skype and store the actual video Skype anywhere.  Below is
 an example of what you will see in your Conversation History when you do a video Skype.  You also
 have the option of deleting messages out of your conversation history just like deleting an email. 
 The purpose of the conversation history is the same as using email, for example your sent items
 folder and your inbox folder; it allows you to go back and look at information provided to you or by
 you over Skype.  Your Skype account should be used just the same as how you would use your email
 provided to you by the school.  If you would like to do personal Skyping you will want to setup a
 personal Skype account for personal Skyping.  However, for Skype in the classroom using your
 school Skype account is exactly what that is for.  Let me know if there is any other confusion.  I hope
 you all have a great day!
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Technology Integration Specialist
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Ext. 1810
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